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This document provides the long range development plan for the 
implementation of internal scanning of logs using Magnetic Resonance 
("MR"). There are five basic phases outlined below: research, MR equipment 
modifications; economic evaluation; sawmill modifications, and 
optimization progreim development. The status of the internal scanning of 
logs and lumber project as of Ap r i l , 1988 i s outlined in Hailey et a l , 
1988. Included in this document is an extensive reference l i s t . Additional 
Forintelc reports are shown in Appendix 1. 

2 . 0 RESEARCH 

2.1 WOOD CHARACTERISTIC EFFECTS ON MR PARAMETERS 

2.1.1 Spectroscopic studies 

This phase requires the determination of the effect of wood 
characteristics on MR parameters using a MR spectrometer. The particular 
MR parameters of interest are the spin-lattice ("Tl") and the spin-spin 
("T2") relaxation times of hydrogen protons. This phase has been ongoing 
for the past four years and has looked at sapwood, heartwood and juvenile 
wood of various species (see Table 1). In addition, rot i n cedar and 
compression wood in white spruce have been studied. A l i s t of wood 
characteristics which have a bearing on the optimum value/volume recovery 
of logs are shown in Table 2. This phase of the application to a sawmill 
needs further work to expand the l i s t of identifiable wood 
characteristics. The wood characteristics which need additional study to 
correlate the MR parameters are shown in Table 2 with a * beside them. 
This work is necessary to correctly interpret images of wood sections. 

2.1.2 MR Imaging Studies 

In addition to the spectroscopic studies log segments with wood 
characteristics of interest are being examined using medical diagnostic MR 
scanners. Log segments of the species l i s t e d in Table 3 have been examined 
in one of three different MR scanners: the .15 Tesla Picker whole body 
imaging system at UBC; the 1.5 Tesla Philips whole body imaging system at 
the Montreal Neurological Institute; or the 2.0 Tesla General Electric 
Imaging Spectrometer at Fremont, California. The imagable wood 
characteristics are shown in Table 2. In general the f i r s t two systems are 
capable of locating certain wood characteristics, particularly i f there is 
water present i n excess of about 40%. This i s governed by what i s called 
Echo Time ("TE"). The TE i s the time necessary for a characteristic radio 
frequency ("RF") pulse to be initiated plus the RF receiver dead band 
time. For the s o l i d wood protons the TE i s less than 10 micro seconds, for 
the c e l l wall water protons the TE i s a few milliseconds, for the c e l l 
lumen water in small diameter tracheids and ray c e l l s the TE i s a few 
tenths of milliseconds, and for water in the large diameter tracheid 
lumens the TE i s many tenths to a few hundred milliseconds. TEs of 20 to 
30 milliseconds are typical of the f i r s t two scanning systems. The third 



system i s capable of a few microseconds TE, thus showing a l l the protons 
in the wood - most of the solid wood signal and a l l of the water signal. 
Comparisons have been made in almost a l l cases of the MR scans of the log 
segment cross sections, with an x-Ray Computed Tomogram and a photograph 
of the image plane. This allows some interpretation of the a b i l i t y of the 
image to locate and possibly identify specific wood characteristics. A 
separate report (Hailey, 1989) outlines the current state of the art 
scanning technology using short TEs (GE system). This eaiae report also 
discusses techniques which can speed up the image collection time from 
what was previously minutes to what i s now seconds to even milliseconds. 
If also outlines some of the recent technical scanning advances which w i l l 
speed scanning of logs. 

2.2 WOOD CHARACTERISTIC IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM 

It i s necessary to take scan or image data and identify and spatially 
locate the wood characteristics of interest. Such a data analysis program 
has been developed by Brian Funt (Funt and Bryant, 1987). The program 
automatically interprets CT scan images and successfully identifies and 
locates knots, rot and cracks occurring in a log. The program uses the 
high density and e l l i p t i c a l shape of knots to distinguish them from sound 
wood, and the low density and variable texture to separate rotten wood 
from sound wood. This program should be able to be adapted to interpret MR 
signals presuming linear correlation of MR parameters with the wood 
characteristics clearly exist, since the program basically looks at 
intensity of signal to determine high or low density areas, the program 
would only be able to be used in an identical way for MR i f the MR signal 
i s also of an intensity type form. We know that although rot shows up as 
an increase in water intensity, i t i s also characterized by a decrease in 
the T2 parameter. We also know that knots have less water i n their centre 
and also their boundaries are identified as a water content increase. Both 
of these types of features may be used for the interpretation prograun. It 
is expected with the range of wood characteristics to be identified there 
may similarly be more than one way to identify different characteristics. 

3.0 MR EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 

MR equipment development w i l l require manufacturers to modify their 
equipment for industrial application in the sawmill. Contacts with the 
major MR equipment manufacturers (Lunzer, 1988) are given in Appendix 2. 
There are a number of steps required to ensure successful industrial 
application of this technology. 

3.1 DEFINING THE SPECIFICATIONS 

There are a number of specifications which must be determined. Throughput 
(scan time and data analysis time), dieuneter range, magnet type, 
resolution, MR parameters and range of each required to identify specific 
wood characteristics are some of these. The place where such a scanner or 
scanners are located w i l l affect the specifications. The two most l i k e l y 
locations are prior to log bucking or merchandising, and prior to primary 



log breakdown. The specification w i l l help determine the cost of such a 
scanner system and allow the cost effectiveness to be calculated. 

THROUGHPUT 

A system must be capable of keeping up with line processing speeds. For 
the primary breakdown scanner, in the case of smaller diameter logs for 
ex2unple, processing of up to 8 to 12 logs a minute would be required. For 
the coast where there are larger, more valuable logs the throughput would 
be up to a few logs per minute depending on processing equipment and log 
dieuneter. 

MR PARAMETERS 

The MR parameters (Tl, T2 and proton density) for specific wood 
characteristics must be derived from the spectroscopic studies. These in 
turn w i l l help define the f i e l d strength required for the system. The 
homogeneity of the magnet reguired w i l l also determined from the 
spectroscopic studies which w i l l influence the type of magnet to be used -
supercooled, permanent or electo magnet. 

3.2 MODIFYING MR EQUIPMENT FOR SAWMILL APPLICATION 

SAFETY 

The MR equipment would have to be very rugged to prevent damage to the 
usually expensive magnet and ancillary eguipment. The use of high density 
plastic (UHMW) inside the magnet bore and as transfer chain bed would help 
prevent damage. The servicing of the magnet would be required particularly 
i f a super cooled magnet were used. Use of a permanent or electromagnet 
would alleviate some of the concern of magnet safety. 

RESOLUTION 

The resolution reguired for a medical scanner is around 1 mm. That 
required for sawmill application is of the order of a 5 mm to a 10 mm 
cube. This w i l l reduce the data collection substantially from that 
reguired for the medical scanners. The absolute level of resolution 
depends on the necessity to identify and spatially locate a wood 
characteristic of that size because of the effect of i t s presence on 
value recovery. The resolution w i l l also affect the scanning mode. If 
volume scanning i s done, the number of longitudinal divisions must be 
matched to the resolution 

SCANNER CONFIGURATION 

The way the log is scanned w i l l affect the length of the magnet. If tree 
length logs are scanned, i t would be impractical to have a magnet the 
length of the tree (ie. 60' long). This would necessitate either 
incremental movement of the log through a scanner of three foot length 
for example, or continuous movement of the log through the scanning 
system. Because there may be more than one parameter required for 



identifying a l l characteristics of interest, the latter may be required. 
This could be envisioned as a magnet of possibly three-foot length. The 
f i r s t part of the magnet would provide the i n i t i a l magnetic f i e l d with 
which the protons of the log would align themselves. The second part of 
the magnet may provide proton density to give moisture distribution, the 
third part of the magnet would assess those characteristics governed by a 
change in T2, while the f i n a l part of the magnet would assess those 
characteristic which are identified using T l . The position of the log 
would have to be precisely maintained through the scanner so the 
information generated could be transferred exactly for further processing 
of the log. 

3.3 LABORATORY PROTOTYPE 

The laboratory prototype w i l l l i k e l y be developed by a suitable 
co-operating equipment manufacturer. It w i l l need to be based on the 
imaging techniques defined by the specifications. Throughput capability 
w i l l need to be close to the f i n a l m i l l throughput speed. The infeed and 
outfeed w i l l have to handle log segments although the length would not 
have to be f u l l tree or sawlog length. Protection of the system w i l l have 
to be similar to that required in the sawmill. The system may be a 
modified medical scanner with suitable resolution. 

3.4 SAWMILL PROTOTYPE 

The sawmill prototype w i l l need to be a f u l l blown m i l l operable system. 
The sawmill w i l l require a l l phases of the system to be installed: infeed, 
scanner, outfeed, computer storage and optimization, log and position 
registration, and primary breakdown capability. It w i l l have to be 
installed on-line but with over ride capabilities while the system i s 
brought up to operating capacity. 

3.5 PRODUCTION MODEL 

The production model w i l l require refinement of the sawmill prototype 
system to provide maximum performance combined with cost effectiveness. It 
is l i k e l y there may be a consortium of companies providing the different 
phases of such a system. It is most l i k e l y the MR manufacturer w i l l have 
to t i e in with a sawmill equipment manufacturer to ensure the system 
operates to design specifications. 

4.0 ECONOMIC EVALUATION 

A preliminary economic evaluation was carried out during the last f i s c a l 
year (Hailey et a l , 1988). The pertinent sections are shown in Appendix 3. 
Basically the analysis looked at two sawmill sizes (70 and 140 MMfbm) and 
two capital cost estimates ($1.3 MM and $2.6 MM). The range of value 
improvement necessary to make this a viable investment was between 1.7 and 
5%. Further, an economic impact analysis for the Canadian Forest Industry 
was also carried out. With the current $100M per year CFS expenditure the 
benefit to cost works out to be 2.49. It i s estimated an equivalent amount 



i s spent by the co-operators in the university of which about $5,000 per 
year cones from CFS (some equipment usage, development of data analysis 
techniques). If twice the amount were spent, (i.e. $200,000 per year by 
CFS) then the time for implementation would decrease i n half and the ratio 
would only decrease to 2.46. Costs associated with equipment development 
s t i l l need to be factored i n . One part of the economic analysis that has 
been explored but which needs further examination i s the percentage 
increase that can be realized for small diameter interior type logs and 
that for larger diameter higher valued coastal type logs. Previous studies 
have indicated improvements but more worlc i s required to confirm these 
figures or adjust them, in addition, there i s a need to attach a ranJcing 
to the various wood characteristics and attach a value improvement to 
each. This would allow the most important ones to receive the most 
attention. 

5.0 SAWMILL EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION 

5.1 INFEED AND LOG TRANSPORT 

The log must be transported in tree length form i f the scanning i s to be 
done prior to buclcing, or in the log length form i f the scanning is to be 
done prior to primary breakdown. Certainly the maximum value recovery 
would occur i f the scanning were done before bucking. An infeed for use in 
the continuous feed mode while keeping the log rotational position fixed 
would need development. If the scanner reguired a stop start scanning 
capability, then this type of infeed would have to be designed. For tree 
lengths the later would l i k e l y be necessary. Feed speed of the log would 
have to be precisely controlled so the generated wood characteristic 
information could be applied accurately. 

5.2 LOG POSITION REGISTRATION 

If logs are scanned before bucking, then the rotational position of the 
ensuing sawlogs must be marked to keep the position for later primary 
breakdown. In addition the sawlogs must be numbered and the computer-
generated optimized cutting pattern kept for use when the sawlog i s put 
through the primary breakdown centre. The rotational marking and log 
numbering must be clear and unambiguous. The rotational position, length 
and wood characteristic data for each log must be easily accessed so the 
sawlog can be correctly positioned and properly sawn. 

5.3 LOG DATA TRANSFER DOWNSTREAM 

Since information about the downstream processing (edging and trimming) i s 
also known from the scanning and evaluation, this information should be 
kept for those additional operations. Again the boards or flitches must be 
appropriately numbered unambiguously and the data easily retrieved. 



6.0 LOG BREAKDOWN OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

The development of a computer optimization program to maximize value 
recovery using the knowledge of the identity and spatial location of wood 
characteristics i s an important phase of the project. MSB research have 
developed a program for use with their prototype X-Ray CT log scanner 
scheduled for installation i n 1990. (There w i l l also be an X-Ray CT 
scanner installed at a board edger early i n 1989 in Alberni Pacific 
Division in Port Alberni for grading lumber to ensure properly edged 
boards) It i s our understanding this program took some 6 to 9 man years of 
time to develop. We do not know the complexity of the program and do not 
know i f a l l wood characteristics are taken into account. We certainly 
expect knots, rot, cracks, and rocks are included i n their optimization 
routines. A recent ar t i c l e by Occena and Tanchoco (1988) shows the use of 
a computer graphics simulation model for sawing logs with internal 
defects. This type of program would assist in developing optimization 
routines for maximizing the value recovery. 
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TABLE 1 

MR SPECTROSCOPY OF WOOD - SPECIES AKD WOOD CHARACTERISTICS 

WOOD 
SPECIES YEAR CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETER 

SOFTWOOD 

Douglas f i r 1985 sapwood T1*,T2 Menon 
m 1988 sapwood Tl,T2 Close,Lyons 

Western red 
cedar 1985 sapwood T1*,T2 Menon 
m 1986 sapwood T1*,T2 Menon,Flibotte 
M 1986 heartwood T1*,T2 Menon,Flibotte 
M 1986 juvenile wood T1*,T2 Menon,Flibotte 
ei 1986 rot T1*,T2 Menon,Flibotte 
M 1987 sapwood T2 Li,Lee,Ng,Tsaw 
M 1988 sapwood T1,T2 Close,Lyons,Whittall 
M 1988 sapwood T2 Araujo,Quick 
n 1988 earlywood T2 Araujo 

white spruce 1986 sapwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
N 1986 heartwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
M 1987 sapwood T2 L i 
N 1987 heartwood** T2 Araujo 
M 1987 compression wood**T2 Araujo 
M 1987 prelim, decay** T2 Araujo 
n 1988 sapwood T1,T2 Close,Lyons,Whittall 

Lodgepole pine 1986 sapwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
H 1986 heartwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
N 1988 sapwood T1,T2 Close,Lyons,Whittall 

Alpine f i r 1986 sapwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
M 1986 heartwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
M 1988 sapwood T1,T2 Close,Lyons,whittall 

Amabilis f i r 1986 sapwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
M 1986 heartwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 

Western hemlock 1986 sapwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 
M 1986 heartwood T2 Flibotte,Menon 

HARDWOOD 

Trembling aspen 1986 sapwood T2 Nezil 
1986 heartwood T2 Nezil 

Balsam poplar 1986 sapwood T2 Nezil 
M 1986 heartwood T2 Nezil 

The value for T l was the signal decay to a time constant. 

The measurements were for a sample rehydrated with d i s t i l l e d water. 



TABLE 2 
IDENTIFIABLE HOOD CHARACTERISTICS IH LOGS 

USING MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRU 

RED B WHITE LODGE ALPINE B ANAB HEM D T. 
WOOD SPECIES CEDAR S SPRUCE POLE FIR F I L I S LOCKF ASP POP 

P 12 PINE I F I R I EN LAR 
LOG NUMBER 1234 1 B12999 123499 12399 R AAB 12 R 112 12 
MRI SCANNER UUUU U UTOUFF UUUUUF UUUUB U UMU UUU U UMU UU 

KNOTS* sound YY Y Y Y /Y/ YY // YY YY Y YYY YY y Y 
unsound Y 
dead y 

ABNORMAL compression wood(in sap) / X 
WOOD* compression wood(heart) X XY Y 

tension wood 

HOLES worm holes 
grub holes 
non-biological holes 

DECAY* decay (rot)[prelim]] Y Y Y Y //Y YY 
decay (rot)[advanced] Y Y 

//Y YY 

incipient decay ? ?? ? 
stain X ? YYY YY 

WOOD bark YYYY Y XYY XYX YY tl Y Y YXY y y YYY // 
TYPE sapwood YYYY Y YYXYY YYY YY YYYYY Y YYY YYY y YYY YY 

heartwood YYYY Y YYXYYY XYY // YYYYY Y YYY YYY y Y/Y YY 
•juvenile wood / YY /y / / / / / 
pith X X/ y XYYY y XXX XX YYYYY Y YXY YYX X YYY yy 

GROWTH in sapwood YYYY Y YYX/Y XYY YY / YYY YY/ / YYY YY 
RINGS in heartwood XY// X X/Z/YY XXX XX lint / //X Y/X X /XY yy 

INCLUSIONS bark pockets /?? 
moisture pockets Y YYY YYYYy Y Y/y y YYY YY 

•pitch pockets 
•rocks 
•metal 

GRAIN spiral grain 
ORIENTATION^cross grain 

CHECKS 

SPLITS 

YY 

SPECIFIC low density areas 
GRAVITY^ high density areas 

EXTRACTIVES* 

SPECIES* W WW 

OTHER* YYY Y 

* - WOOD CHARACTERISTICS NEEDING FURTHER CORRELATION WITH MR PARAMETERS, 
Y - PRSENT AND VISIBLE IN MRI;? - PRESENT BUT DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY IN MRI; 
/ - PARTIALLY VISIBLE IN MRI; 
X - PRESENT BUT INVISIBLE IN MRI; D - VERY DRY LOG GIVING POOR MR SIGNAL; 
W - VERY WET LOG GIVING EXCELLENT MR SIGNAL; 
U = UBC .15TSPRUCE MRI; M = MNI 1.5TSPRUCE MRI; F " GE 2.0TSPRUCE MRI 



T A B Z 2 3 

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGES OF WESTERN CANADIAN SPECIES 

SPECIES LOG NO, PROGRAM SYSTEM SCAN COMPARATIVE 

YEAR SEQUENCES IMAGES 

SOFTWOOD SPECIES 

WESTERN Cl-1985 CFS .15T PICKER TE30 CT 
RED C2-1987 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156);TE18 CT;PHOTO 
CEDAR C3-1987 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT;PHOTO 

C4-1987 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156);TE18 CT;PHOTO 

BLACK BSl-1986 ALTA* .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
SPRUCE 

WHITE SB-1985 CFS .15T PICKER TE30 CT 
SPRUCE Sl-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6{26-156) PHOTO 

S2-1986 ALTA .15T PICKER TE4(26-104) CT,PHOTO 
S9-1988 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
S9-1988 CFS 2.0T GE TE2.0 PHOTO 

LODGEPOLE Pl-1986 ALTA .15T PICKER TE26 CT,PHOTO 
PINE P2-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) 

P3-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) PHOTO 
P4-1986 CFS .15T PICKER PHOTO 
P9-1988 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
P9-1988 CFS 2.0T GE TE2.0 PHOTO 

ALPINE Fl-1985 CFS .15T PICKER TE30 CT 
FIR F2-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 

F3-1986 ALTA .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
F9-1988 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
F9-1988 CFS 2.0T GE TE2.0 PHOTO 

BALSAM Bl-1986 ALTA .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
FIR 

AMABILIS AFlA-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) PHOTO 
FIR AFlA-1986 CFS 1.5T PHILIPS TE8(30-240),TE30 PHOTO 

AFlB-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) PHOTO 

WESTERN H-1984 CFS .15T PICKER TE30 CTx,CTtr 
HEMLOCK Hl-1985 CFS .15T PICKER TE30 CT 

H2-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 

DOUGLAS DFl-1985 CFS .15T PICKER TE30 CT 
FIR 

HARDWOOD SPECIES 

TREMBLING TAl-1986 ALTA .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
ASPEN TAl-1986 ALTA 1.5T PHILIPS TE8(30-240),TE30 CT,PHOTO 

TA2-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE3(30-90) CT 

BALSAM BPl-1986 ALTA .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT,PHOTO 
POPLAR BP2-1986 CFS .15T PICKER TE6(26-156) CT 

TE = ECHO TIME IN MILLISECONDS 

• ALL ALBERTA PROJECT LOGS HAVE 2 CT SLICES AND COMPARABLE PHOTOS. 
THE MRI IMAGE IS ALWAYS OF THE FIRST SLICE. 
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The purpose of the appendix i s to outline the contacts made with Magnetic 
Resonance (MR) equipment manufacturers. This w i l l allow Forintek to 
develop the necessary liaisons with those companies which have the a b i l i t y 
to develop MR equipment for application i n the sawmill. 

2.0 METHODS 

The five largest MR equipment manufacturers (Lunzer, 1988) were contacted 
(Siemens, Picker, Philips, Bruker and General Electric) requesting 
information on their imaging systems. A l i s t of their addresses and phone 
numbers are shown in Table 1. They were requested to provide any 
information their company had developed with respect to forest industry 
applications. They were also requested to supply the name(s) of 
appropriate contact people within their companies with whom we could 
discuss the application of MR in the sawmilling industry for internal 
scanning of logs and lumber. 

3.0 DISCUSSION 

Technical information provided by Siemens, Picker, General Electric, and 
Bruker described their imaging systems. A l l five companies provided 
contact names (listed in Table 1). A l l five companies indicated interest 
in the industrial application of MR technology in the forestry or forest 
products fi e l d s . The major discussions are described below. 

3.1 PICKER 

Much of the work carried out in Vancouver has been with a Picker MR 
imaging system at the University of British Columbia. Mr. Doug Aiken has 
been very helpful in ensuring we were able to get the best quality images 
of logs given the limitations of the system. The contact made with Mr. 
Tom Emorly at the MR conference in Montreal in 1986 indicated their 
interest in application in the wood products industry. 

3.2 PHILIPS 

The discussion was with Dr. Wolfgang Vollmann at their Hamburg research 
f a c i l i t y . Great interest was expressed i n the nature of the work we have 
accomplished over the past four years. A number of North American contacts 
were suggested for state of the art scanning techniques (see Table 1). 

3.3 GENERAL ELECTRIC 

A lot of work has been carried out with General Electric to obtain state 
of the art images of the spruce pine f i r species mix. This i s the topic of 
a separate report (Hailey, 1989). In addition to providing high resolution 
images,part of the discussion included methods to obtain images in tens of 
milliseconds. They have agreed to provide additional scans using the f i e l d 
echo technique. They appear willing to continue discussion with us on 



ways to apply this technology in an industrial environment. Mr. Scot Jones 
is the main contact. 

3.4 BRUKER 

Bruker Canada have expressed interest in our work over the past four years 
and are interested in the possible application of this technology i n the 
forest industry. They, like General Electric, are prepared to provide some 
state of the art scans using some of the fast scanning techniques. The 
ncunes of the contact people are included in Table 1, with the main one 
being Dr. Martin Smith. 

The preceding discussion of MR eguipment contacts indicates great interest 
in industrial application of their technology i n the forest industry. 
Obtaining state of the art scans allows evaluation of the maximum 
information possible with MR. The development of suitable industrial 
equipment w i l l be based on the a b i l i t y of the technique to identify and 
spatially locate the appropriate physical and chemical characteristics of 
wood. 



LIST O F MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURERS AMD CONTACTS 

SIEMENS 

SIEMENS MEDICAL SYSTEMS INC. 
186 Wood Avenue South, 
Iselin, New Jersey 08830 
(201) 321-3400 
Jay D. Miller, MR Product Group. 

SIEMENS MEDICAL DIVISION 
Henkestr, 127, 
D-8520 Erlangen, W. Germany 
09131/84-40-72 

SIEMENS ELECTRIC LTD. 
1180 Courney Park Drive, 
Mississauga, Ont L5T-1P2 
(416) 673-1995 

Roger Fayle, MR Product Specialist 

SISCO(VIS) 
[Joint Siemens / Varian Venture] 
1120 Aubrun Road, 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(415) 659-2600 
John Paxton, Small Bore Imaging Systems 

BRUKER 

BRUKER INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
Manning Park, B i l l e r i c a , MD 
01821 
(617) 667-3954 
(617) 667-4614 Analytical Instruments 
(617) 663-7406 Medical Instruments 

BRUKER ANALTISCHE MESSTECHNIK GMBH 
Wilingerstrasse 13 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 21 
(07 21) 59-67-0 
K. Unting 

BRUKER SPECTROSPIN LTD. 
555 steeles Ave East 
Milton, Ont L9T-1Y6 
(416) 876-4641 
Dr. Martin A.R. Smith, Vice President 
Guyneth E. Barlow, Application Technologist 



PHILIPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS 
5684 PC 
Best, The Netherlands, 
Peter Van-Der-Meulen, Fast Scanning 
Piet van Dyck, Flow 

PHILIPS GMBH FORSCHUNGSLABORIUM 
Vogt-Koelln-Str. 30 
D-2000 
Hamburg, FR Germany 
(040) 54-93-675 
Wolfgang Vollman, Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

PHILIPS MEDICAL SYSTEMS (CANADA) LTD. 
(416) 285-1140 
Chris Farr 

PICKER 

PICKER INTERNATIONAL 
5500 Avion Parle Drive, 
Highland and Heights, OH 
44143 
(216) 473-5580 
Tom Emorly (Canada) 
Doug Aiken (Vancouver) 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
NMR INSTRUMENTS 
255 Fourier Avenue 
Fremont, California 
94539 
(415) 490-6586 
Scot Jones, Product Manager 
Ralph Hurd, Applications Manager, 

Imaging Spectrometers 



GENERAL ELECTRIC MEDICAL SYSTEMS 
P.O. BOX 414, W875 
Milwaukee, HI 
53201 
(414) 521-6585 
Sue Hallchuck, Whole Body Imaging Systems 

GE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
P.O. Box 8, 
Schenectady, NY 
12301 



APPENDIX 3 

Economic Evaluation of the 

Three Dimensional Imaging of Logs 

Extracted from: 
Hailey et a l . , 1988 



1.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING OF LOGS 

1.1 PROBLEM OUTLINE 

An internal scanning system, developed after more than a decade of 
research, enables sawmills to increase revenues by a minimum of 5% (on 
average) through detection of internal defects and consequent optimal log 
rotation and positioning for sawing. The estimated installed capital cost 
of a system which can be operated at current m i l l speeds would be between 
$1,300,000 and $2,600,000. 

1.2 INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 

The f i r s t part of the analysis i s from the sawmill investment standpoint. 
Two m i l l sizes are considered; 70 MMBF and 140 MMBF per year at real 
discount rates of 10% and 20% at the extremes of capital cost. The annual 
operation and maintenance cost would be 5% of capital costs, 10 years of 
straight line depreciation with no salvage value, internal financing and 
an effective 40% tax rate. The summary of the investment analysis i s 
shown in Table 9 for a medium-sized m i l l (70 MMBF) and in Table 10 for a 
large-sized sawmill (144 MMBF). 

The worst case from an investment standpoint i s for a medium-sized sawmill 
of 70 MMBF, a $2.6 MM capital cost, a real interest rate of 20% which 
would require a f u l l 5% improvement (Table 9). The best case i s for a 
large-sized sawmill of 144 MMBF, a $1.3 MM capital cost, a real interest 
rate of 10% which would only reguire a 0.8% improvement to justi f y . 

1.3 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND TOTAL INVESTMENT 
IMPACT ON THE CANADIAN FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

The second part of the economic analysis assesses the impact of the 
program of research and development and total investment on the Canadian 
forest products industry. The following assumptions were used; 

a. that 5% of tot a l Canadian softwood production i s affected by 1998; 

b. that an additional 5% is affected each year for the next 10 years 
u n t i l 2008 at which point 50% of production i s covered accounting 
for some 150 sawmills; 

c. research and development dollars are those expended by CFS for the 
internal scanning program; 

d. lumber production and real prices remain at 1986 levels, and 

e. a 10% discount rate i s used. 

The summary of this economic impact analysis i s given in Table 11. The 
ratio of benefits to costs (sum of row 8 divided by sum of row 7) i s $457 
MM/$183 MM or 2.50. The net present value to the industry (sum of row 13) 
is $274 MM. Because this assumes an investment i n real CFS dollars of 
approximately $100 M per year for 10 years for the current research and 
development program, the impact of doubling the research and development 



expenditure reduces the r a t i o of benefits to costs t o 2.46 from 2.49. 
This would decrease the time required f o r implementation of t h i s 
technology. I t must be emphasized that the ac t u a l research and 
development costs are more than those assumed here. The cost of our 
current program gr e a t l y exceeds the ac t u a l CFS expenditures due t o the 
involvement of the U n i v e r s i t y of B.C. Physics, Radiology and Botany 
departments and other research being c a r r i e d out i n t h i s f i e l d by 
equipment manufacturers and other research i n s t i t u t e s . 

Table 9 

Investment Analysis f o r a Mediim-slzed Sawmill of 70 MMBF and an 
Average S e l l i n g P r i c e of $280 per MBF and a 5% Improvement 

C a p i t a l 
Cost 

$MM 

Real 
Interest 

Rate 

Net 
Present 
Value 

$MM 

Internal Minimum 
Rate of Required 
Return Payback Improvement 

% Years % 

1.3 

1.3 

2.6 

2.6 

10 

20 

10 

20 

2.3 

1.2 

1.2 

0 

52 

52 

26 

26 

1.9 

1.9 

3.9 

3.9 

1.7 

2.5 

3.4 

5.0 



Table 10 

Investment Analysis f o r a Large-sized Sawmill of 144 MMBF and an 
Average S e l l i n g P r i c e of $280 per MBF and a 5% Improvement 

c a p i t a l 
Cost 

Real 
Interest 

Rate 

Net 
Present 
Value 

Internal 
Rate of 
Return Payback 

Minimum 
Required 
Improvement 

$MM % $MM % Years % 

1.3 

1.3 

2.6 

2.6 

10 

20 

10 

20 

6.0 

3.8 

5.1 

2.7 

102 

102 

52 

52 

1.0 

1.0 

1.9 

1.9 

0.8 

1.2 

1.6 

2.4 
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